Emergency Evacuation Plan

Address: ________________________________________________________________

In an emergency call 911

Poison Control 1-800-222-1222

Police non-emergency ____________________________

Crisis Line _________________________________

Family Emergency contact ____________________________

Arizona Department of Child Safety

Emergency Evacuation Plan (Edit 07/25/2016)
R21-8-112. Fire Safety and Evacuation Plan Requirements

A written emergency evacuation plan is developed and maintained in the home, to provide guidance on the safe and rapid evacuation of the home.

An emergency evacuation plan shall be posted in a prominent place and...

- Identify multiple exits from the home
- Identify two routes of evacuation from each bedroom on every floor. At least one of the exit routes for these bedrooms leads directly to the outside of the home
- Identify the location of fire extinguishers and fire evacuation equipment, including rope or chain ladders, and emergency lighting, as applicable
- Designate a safe central meeting place close to the home, known to the child, at a safe distance from potential Danger.
- Be maintained in the home to review with individuals residing in or receiving care in the home
- Include the placement of equipment, such as a ladder, that can be safely used by the individuals residing in each upstairs bedroom that have been identified with fire exits.